4Chan Vs Goolag
August 28, 2017 by CH
Goolag shuts down free speech. So what does 4Chan /pol/, the Army of the People, do in righteous
retaliation? They disrupt Goolag’s advertising with bots, and it’s working.
Google cracks down on free speech. 4Chan disrupts their advertising
w/bots.https://t.co/kx9HqXf6tV
It's working:https://t.co/HDC8L3DaQH
— John Robb (@johnrobb) August 28, 2017
EVERYBODY GET AdNauseam to fuck up google! Also use TrackMeNot so (((they)))
getting fucked up profiles from u.
https://github.com/dhowe/AdNauseam/wiki/FAQ#what-is-the-effs-do-not-track-standardand-how-it-is-supported-in-adnauseam
http://www.cs.nyu.edu/trackmenot/
https://ageofshitlords.com/4chan-launched-war-Yes, it’s fucking working /g/ents! Google is
issuing refunds to advertisers because of fake traffic and fake clicks.
>Google Issuing Refunds to Advertisers Over Fake Traffic, Plans New Safeguard
>Some advertisers question level of refunds, want more details about fraudulent traffic
>In the past few weeks, Google has informed hundreds of marketers and ad agency partners
about the issue with invalid traffic, known in the industry as “ad fraud.” The ads were
bought using the company’s DoubleClick Bid Manager over the course of a few months
this year, primarily in the second quarter.
If you haven’t already, install AdNauseam. It’s a fork of uBlock Origin and it does
everything that uBO does PLUS it sends fake clicks to advertisers and trackers and it
confuses them and it fucks the people who pay for ads. The net effect is that advertising is
becoming less and less profitable and people who pay for this shit are losing fate in the
system.
https://github.com/dhowe/AdNauseam
This is the only way to kill Evil Google.
https://www.wsj.com/articles/google-issuing-refunds-to-advertisers-over-fake-traffic-plansnew-safeguard-1503675395

Beautiful. This is how you defeat a bigger enemy who has more resources and fewer moral scruples:
Clever subversion. Remember that we have one thing our enemy does not: Truth. And with that Truth
as our weapon, no Lord of Lies is too big to fall.
Defeating the anti-White Globohomo technoborg won’t be easy or painless. We’ll have to amass our
forces for targeted strikes at the enemy’s weak spots.
Take a page from Hillary Clinton’s hero, Alinsky: Make shitlib companies who penalize Trump
supporters suffer by isolating, freezing, and polarizing one shitlib company, as a lesson for the others.
Trump has already done that to CNN. Now we return the favor. 4Chan is doing it to Goolag. If Goolag
pays a price for their tyrannical suppression of dissident voices, then it’s likely other tech companies
that control the carrier transoms will back off from their anti-White agenda to avoid a similar hit to the
bottom line.
Attacking the anti-White fat cat oligarchs from all angles will get us to victory. #AltTech + anti-trust +
class action lawsuits + counter-propaganda + government oversight + whatever else diminishes the
power of the digital y1d. Pax Dickinson (Gab -> @pax), for instance, is interested in creating an
AltTech communications platform immune to corporatocracy censorship campaigns and purges:
Here’s my #AltTech deck/manifesto which calls for the launch of an alternative tech
industry re-dedicated to free speech and innovation. Ambitious and probably unrealistic but
goddamn it would be so beautiful. https://www.slideshare.net/paxdickinson/alttech
The powers that be really fear an awakening White identity. You can tell because of how recklessly and
desperately they’re trying to stop its rise and silence its best and brightest heralds. Naturally, their
overreach will blow up in their faces. This is what happens when an elite becomes historically illiterate.
“Don’t be evil”
HAHAHAHAHAHAHAHAAAA
PS I’ve been alerted that Goolag recently dropped its “don’t be evil” motto. I guess Goolag decided
evil is more in line with their mission statement. Or they couldn’t keep up the ruse any more with a
straight face.

